On-line Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)

- VoIP
- Data centers
- Closets
- Large network switches
- Total rack/tower support
- Large PBX systems

Endeavor™ On-line True Sine Wave UPS
Model ED2000RM2U shown
1000, 1500, 2000 and 3000VA models available,
120V or 208V or 240V with optional battery packs

MCP™ On-line True Sine Wave Tower UPS
Model MCP 6001 shown
6 and 10kVA models available with both 120V, 208V and 240V

CPE™ On-line True Sine Wave UPS
Model CPE1000 shown
1000, 2000 and 3000VA models available

Endeavor™ 6 kVA On-line True Sine Wave UPS
Model ED6200RM shown
with UPS, isolation, transformer (step down) with both 120V, 208V and 240V and battery pack

True On-line/Extended Runtime UPS
A true on-line UPS converts AC utility power into DC power and then back into AC power. This “double conversion” process ensures consistent power quality that is isolated from utility power disturbances, offering protection for attached equipment. The Minuteman® Endeavor™, CPE™, MCP™ and Endeavor 6 kVA models are true on-line UPS products that feature extended runtime and SNMP options.
Line Interactive UPS with True Sine Wave output

This type of system produces output power virtually identical to that of utility power. It is ideal for protecting sensitive electronic equipment or motors that require a true sine wave to operate properly. Minuteman® PRO-E™ and Entrust™ are all line interactive UPS systems.

Entrust™ Line Interactive UPS
Model ETR500 shown
500, 700, 1000 and 1500VA models available
120V models only
Replaces MBK-E Series

PRO-E Line Interactive UPS
Model PRO1100E shown
500, 700, 1100 and 1500VA models available
with 120V or 208V or 240V

Step Wave
- Small office/home office
- Small PBX
- Rack shelf adaptable

Sine Wave
- Small/medium sized businesses
- Medium PBX
- Enterprise networks and servers

EnterprisePlus™ Line Interactive UPS
Model E750RM2U shown
750, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 3000VA models available
with 120V or 208V or 240V

Enterprise™ 1U UPS
Model E1500RM1U shown
700, 1000 and 1500 VA models available
120V models only

SmartSine™ Line Interactive UPS
Model S 2000 shown
700, 1000, 1400 and 2000VA models available
120V models only

Line Interactive UPS with Step Wave output
This type of system provides protection from surges and sags without going to batteries through an internal automatic voltage regulator (AVR). This increases battery life for more serious blackout conditions. Minor voltage fluctuations are raised or lowered by the AVR function of the UPS. Minuteman® PRO-E™ and Entrust™ are all line interactive UPS systems.

EnSpire™ Standby UPS
Model EN400 UPS shown
400 and 600VA models available
120V models only
Replaces MN Series

Standby UPS
- Small to large PCs
- Phone key systems
- Workstations

Standby UPS
This type of UPS provides surge and spike protection as well as battery backup when utility power fails. Voltage regulation is handled using internal batteries. The Minuteman® EnSpire™ Series is a stand-by UPS system.

Accessories and Add-ons

SNMP/Network Cards
USB to RS-232 Adapters
Temperature Humidity Probes
Power Distribution Units (PDU)

MMPD Series

Horizontal Rackmount PDU
Model MMPD81530H shown
15-, 20- and 30-Amp units available,
6-, 8-, 10- and 14-outlet units available

0U Vertical Mounting PDU
Model MMPD1815V48 shown
15- and 20-Amp, 18- and 24-outlet units available,
48- and 62-inch vertical units available
Dual circuit version available

MMS Series

Power Distribution Units with Surge Suppressor
Model MMS1020HV shown
15- and 20-Amp, 6- and 10-outlet units available
Horizontal/vertical mounting

Remote Power Monitoring

Keyboard-Video-Mouse (KVM)

IP Addressable Power Distribution Unit (PDU)
with Remote Power Monitoring
Model RPM1609 unit shown
15- and 20-Amp units available

Slim Line KVM
Model MMAKVS02SK shown
2- and 4-port units available

4-port USB KVM
USB 2.0 Hub with Audio Out and Microphone Channel Connections
Model MMAUSB314SK shown

16-port Rackmount KVM Switch with Hot Keys
Model MMAKV1680 shown
4-, 8- and 16-port units available

16-port KVM Switch with On-screen Display and No Delay Switching
Model MMAUB1680OSD KVM shown
4-, 8- and 16-port units available

Rackmountable LCD Console

1U Dual-rail Integrated Rackmountable KVM 17-inch LCD Console with Keyboard and Mousepad
Model MMKVM17NB2RR shown with UPS
1U Single-rail 15-inch console with keyboard and mousepad also available

Desktop and SOHO applications
Audio KVM solutions
Rackmount enterprise applications